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Tool selection significantly effects productivity and part quality.

Macro Considerations for  
Cutting Tool Selection

Selecting the best cutting tool is a critical activity to your  
business success. It’s a re-occurring job that directly impacts  
cycle time and your shop’s competitiveness.

A typical supermarket has 48,750 Stock Keeping Units 
and 35 different cans of beans. Now consider that 
large cutting tool manufacturers each carry more than 

40,000 SKUs (like the cans of beans) just in inch sizes! Picking 
the best can of beans is a piece of cake compared to picking 
the best cutting tool, just by the numbers alone! Tool selection 
is about picking tools that fit the machine and cut the part 
features at the highest quality with the shortest cycle time and 
at the lowest cost. Here we will review some of the macro con-
siderations in metal cutting tool selection.

The Most Important Tool. If any one tool stops work-
ing, production stops. But it does not follow that each tool 

deserves equal attention. The tool with the longest cut time 
will have the most influence on cycle time, so all things being 
equal this tool should command your greatest attention. Give 
extra attention to the tool that cuts critical part features and 
the tightest tolerance. Also, tools that are most likely to pro-
duce poor chips (e.g., drilling, grooving and threading) deserve 
more attention. Bad chips cause downtime.

Fit for the Machine. Tools come in hands—right and left—
so it’s important to pick the correct hand. Normally right-
hand tools fit machines running CCW (as viewed looking into 
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the spindle) and left-hand tools fit machines running CW. If you have several 
lathes—some that use left-hand tools and others able to use right or left hand—
choose left-hand tools. For mills there is a tendency to use a tool with too much 
reach. While extended-reach tools will cover more parts, you rapidly give up 
rigidity, increase tool deflection, reduce cutting rates, and they are more likely to 
chatter. Toolchangers have limits on size and weight. If you paid for coolant thru 
the spindle, select tools that have this capability.

Fit for the Material. Most machined materials are carbon steel, so most cut-
ting tools are designed to best cut carbon steel. Grade selection is dependent 
upon the material cut. For nonsteels, tool manufacturers offer lines of toolhold-
ers and matching insert geometry designed for these materials—such as high-
temperature alloys, titanium, aluminum, composites, plastics and pure metals, 
etc. If you cut any of these, ask for information about tools designed specifically 
for those materials.

Size of Tool. A common mistake is selecting a lathe tool that is too small and 
a mill that is too large. Large lathe tools are more rigid, while larger milling tools 
are higher priced and spend more time cutting air. In general, larger tools cost 
more than smaller tools.

So many choices,  
how best to choose.

Indexable versus Regrindable. This one is simple: avoid grinding tools.  
With the few exceptions of some drills and end mills, you should select an 
insertable or indexable design, when offered. You will save labor costs and  
get more consistent results.

Tool Material and Grades. This is a function of the material you are cutting 
and the machine’s speed and feed limits. Select the most universal grade for a 
material class, which will most likely be a coated grade. Use the manufacturer’s 
grade selection charts. A common mistake is to use a brand grade cross reference 
chart to solve a tool life problem. If what you have isn’t working and you select 
the closest like brand you are likely to get similarly poor results. Focus on the 
mode of failure.

Power Requirements. Here the guiding principle is use what you paid for. 
If you bought a 20-hp mill, then you should select tools and cutting data that 
uses 80 percent of the available power, when part and fixtures allow. Pay special 
attention to the power/rpm charts in the machine owner’s manual. Select tools 
designed to best cut in the efficient zone of the machine’s power band.
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Announcing the release of Mastercam X5! 
The worldwide standard in CAM gives you the 
ultimate toolkit for fast, effi cient machining done 
the right way. Your way. Call or click today to see 
what Mastercam X5 can do for you.

Watch Mastercam circle the globe at 
www.tinyurl.com/mcglobe.

671 Old Post Rd. Tolland, CT USA  •  1-800-228-2877

www.mastercam.com

• Smart programming with hybrid fi nishing.
• Dramatically faster roughing.
• Time- and tool-saving dynamic milling.

Number of Edges. The rule here is the more, the better. A 
lathe tool with twice the number of cutting edges normally 
doesn’t cost twice as much. During the last decade, advances 
in the design of grooving and cutoff, and some milling inserts, 
doubled the number of cutting edges per insert. It’s not uncom-
mon to replace an old-design milling cutter having four cutting 
edges with a modern design having up to 16 cutting edges. The 

number of effective teeth has a direct 
effect on table feedrate and productivity.

One Piece Design versus Modular 
Construction. Small tools are best suited 
to one-piece designs, while it’s more 
appropriate to select a modular design 
for larger tools. For larger tools, when 
a tool fails you want that part to be the 
smaller, least expensive part. This is espe-
cially true for grooving and boring tools.

Single-Purpose versus Multi-
Function. As a general rule, the smaller 
the part, the more appropriate a mul-
tifunction tool is. For example, a single 
multi-function tool that is able to drill, 
turn, bore, thread and chamfer. More 
complex parts are better suited for 
multi-function tools. A machine makes 
you money when the tool is in the cut, 
not when it is being indexed.

Standard or Special. With the intro-
duction of CNC, it was commonly 
believed that you put the part’s shape in 
the program, and not in the tool, thus 
specials were dead. Yet today about 15 
percent of high-volume cutting tools are 
special. Why? Exact size requirements, 
station reduction and they save time. 
If you have a large lot size, consider a 
special tool’s contribution to cycle time 
reduction. Advances in custom on-
demand manufacturing are shrinking 
the cost and leadtime between stan-
dards and specials.

Chip Control. Never forget your aim 
is to make parts, not chips. Clearly the 
chip tells how the tool is working, but in 
general there is too often a preoccupa-
tion with the chip. Most people are not 
trained to read the chip. Focus on the 
rule: a good chip doesn’t interfere with 
production and a bad chip does. Inserts 
are offered with chipbreaker and chip-
formers designed around the feedrate—
from light finishing to heavy roughing. 

Learn More
Match Cutting Tools to Machine for Maximum Efficiency
A large range of tooling enables moldmakers to match cutting  
tool to machine and part geometry, resulting in maximum  
metal removal rates and productivity for roughing applications  
on conventional and high-speed machining centers.

Article link: moldmakingtechnology.com/articles/Macro- 
Considerations-for-Cutting-Tool-Selection
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The smaller the chip, the more difficult it is to break. Chip con-
trol is more of a problem in ductile materials. You can’t change 
the material, but you can change your tool selection, speed, feed, 
depth-of-cut, radius, etc. This is best covered by a discussion on 
the application at hand.

Programming. Once you have a tool, a part and a CNC 
machine, you need to define the toolpath. Ideally, you have an 
understanding of basic machine coding 
and an advanced CAM package. Toolpath 
must take into consideration the tool 
features (e.g., ramp angles, directions of 
cut, feed and speed). For each kind of 
metalworking tool there are program-
ming techniques that can shorten cycle 
time, improve chips and reduce cutting 
force. A good CAM package is a great 
labor saver and productivity enhancer.

Latest Innovation versus Com-
modity Design. At the present pace 
of advancement, cutting tool produc-
tivity doubles about every decade. If 
you check a 10-year-old cutting tool 
recommendation, you’ll find today’s 
tools make chips twice as fast and with 
30-percent less power. Newer tools are 
made from stronger and tougher grades 
of carbide, and for higher speeds and 
lower cutting force. Newer tools have 
chipbreakers and grades that are less 
application-sensitive and more univer-
sal. Newer tools are increasingly multi-
function capable and modular—both 
features reduce inventory requirements 
while expanding capabilities. Tools have 
been developed for new approaches to 
machining—such as plunge and turn 
tools, high-feed milling tools, high-
speed machining, minimum-quantity 
lubricates and hard turning, etc. For 
these and other reasons, you need to 
keep up with the best practices and the 

latest advancements in cutting tool technology, or you risk 
obsolescence.

Price. Price is important, but not nearly as important as 
the cost of the tool. Price is what you pay for the tool. A 
tool’s true cost is a function of its productivity. Frequently, 
the most costly tool is the one with the lowest price. The 
cutting tool’s price as a percentage of a part’s cost, is a mere 3 

You need to keep up with  
the best practices and the  
latest advancements in  
cutting tool technology,  
or you risk obsolescence.
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percent. Focus primarily on a tool’s productivity, not its pur-
chase price.

Field Support. In the U.S. there are about 4,000 factory 
trained cutting tool specialists. They have the benefit of visit-
ing hundreds of shops, helping many people, and processing 
many parts in a variety of material and machine combinations. 
Machining is becoming more of an exact science, yet there is 
no substitute for experience. As a bonus their services are free 
and they may even provide tools to test for free. An experi-

enced factory cutting tool specialist is one of your best, and 
often overlooked aids to tool selection.

In upcoming months we will examine how to choose the 
best cutting tools for a variety of metalworking applications, 
digging deeper into unique challenges and common tool selec-
tion pitfalls. Future installments will review: turning; external, 
internal, boring systems, chipbreakers and chipformers milling; 
indexable face mills, indexable end mills, slotting, solid carbide 
end mills, thread milling; grooving: OD, ID, face, plunge and 
turn, threading drilling; solid carbide, small dia. insertable, 
large dia. indexable, gun drilling, BTA systems; reaming: solid, 
insertable; toolhoding: standard connection, custom connec-
tions; and, special: combination tools, one offs. 

NEW Design!

moldmakingtechnology.com/newsletter

Ball Nose Cutters
Ingersoll Cutting Tools 
(Rockford, IL) announces 
the introduction of the new 
Finish-Ball Rush line of 
high performance ball nose 
cutters.
more (+)

Diamond Ground Finish
Smith Components (Wood 
Dale, IL) offers its diamond 
ground finish, which elimi-
nates 90 percent of polish-
ing costs.
more (+)

Hot Runners
INCOE® (Troy, MI) offers  
its line of DIRECT-FLO™ 
(DF) Gold hot runners, 
designed for technical part 
molding with engineered 
resins.
more (+)

Visit this month’s sponsor: Makino

Dental Mold Challenges Are Overcome with the Right  
3-D Design-for-Manufacturing Solution
An organic 3-D design-for-manufacturing solution from 
Sensable Technologies allowed Merz Dental to reduce the  
process of designing and producing a finished mold for  
a family of denture teeth from 24 months, to just 6 months,  
while increasing quality.
more (+)

Doosan
Precise 5-Axis Machining; Doosan DNM 400HS-5AX
High Speed Machining 
www.infracoremt.com
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MMt Insider e-Newsletter
The E-mail component of MoldMaking Technology magazine.

SIGN Up for the

Delivered monthly direct to your inbox, the 
MMT Insider features original content and 
contributions from MoldMaking Technology 
editors and industry experts. 

Each issue builds upon the magazine’s 
mission of providing extra insight every 
month into the technology and business 
sides of mold manufacturing.

Keep current and cutting edge …  
sign up for the MMT Insider at 
moldmakingtechnology.com/newsletter

Staying Current

Each metalworking operation has its own unique challenges that must be 
considered during your selection process.  Due to the many choices even 
within one brand, this can sometimes be a daunting task. To aid users with 
the selection process, some manufacturers produce tool selection aids, 
such as color-coded packaging, selection charts, technical machining 
guides and computer-based-tool selection programs.

Remember to select your cutting tools from all possible choices. Do 
not limit your choices to just those tools with which you are familiar. To 
do so, requires that you continually expand your awareness of new cutting 
tools. You can keep current by staying connected to your cutting tool fac-
tory representative or distributor; request the latest catalog or product 
CD; visit related tool events; read trade journals; attend factory training 
seminars; frequently visit tool manufacturer websites; subscribe to tool 
manufacturer social networks, cutting tool twitter news feeds, You-Tube 
channels and blogs, etc.

For More inForMaTion: 
Iscar Metals / (817) 258-3200 / (877) 294-7227
BTeets@iscarusa.com / www.iscarmetals.com

ConTrIBuTor
Bradley Teets is CTO - Chief Technology Officer of Iscar Metals. For the last 34 
years he has studied and worked in the metal cutting industry. Bradley holds 
several cutting tools patents, published many articles, worked in engineering, 
manufacturing, sales and marketing at Iscar Metals for the last 29 years. 


